F32	THE  WORLD   OF SCIENCE
THE CLASSIFICATION OF ORGANISMS
It was clear to the biologists of the 17th cent
that animals and plants could be fitted into dif
ferent groups or species John Ray a leading
biologist of the day defined a snecies as a group
of individuals capable of interbreeding within the
group This criterion vith its corollary that a
species 13 reproductively isolated from oigamsms
outside the group has survived more or ies<3 un
changed to the present diy The early workers
also saw that some species •were very «imilir to
one another while others were obviously dis
similar Systems of classification based on the
similarities and differences were diawn up so that
all organisms could be fitted into n orderly
scheme and species could be given names in
accordance with the scheme The most f?mous
collector and classifier was the Swede Linnaeus
who established his reputation m the 1730s A
•very large number of animals and plants are
known by the names given to them by Linnaeus
BIOI.OGY
during which the basic structuie is produced and
after which growth repair and replicemenu may
cause adjustment rather than major change In
higher plants on the otfae~ hand the epical
regions of both roots and shoots remain m
permanently embryonic state and add material,
•which then differentiates in a continuous process
throughout the life of the plant In spite of these
differences—and in any case there are many
exceptions—the two mam problems in develop
ment are esoentiaUy similar m both animals and
plants
A g^eat deal of work has been done on animal
tievelopment smee this takes pl"ce in a fanly
s^eieotyped way during a short period, of time
The fertilised egg of an animal divides m such a
way as to form a hollow ball of cells the blastula
•which folds in on itself to produce a two layered
sac the g-isuruli A third layer themesoderm is
now added beiveen the tvo layers known as
ectoderm on the outside and endoderm on the
nside At this btige much of the animal s basic
structure is established Many aspects of this
orderly sequence can be explained in terms of
specific adhesive properties of cells so that a cell
will stick to others of the same type but not to
unrelated types Other mechanical properties
such as elasticity particularly m surface layers
are important in maintaining shape and pro
ducmg appropriate changes during processes when
one layer is folded in on another Why cells
should have the different physical properties
necessary to produce an mtegiated whole embryo
is not known but certainly it cannot be thought
that every cell has an absolutely fixed constltu
tion and therefore a predetermined role in develop
ment Large parts of developing embryos can be
removed in early stages and their places teken by
remaining cells so that intact organisms are still
produced One is led to conclude that the sur
roundinss of a cell have a great deal of influence
on the way it reacts and that there is a great deal
of adaptability in the developing system especially
m its early stages
Formation oi Specialised Tissues
These points lead us on to the second major
question concerning the differences which appear
progressively In cells during development so that
specialised tissues aie ultimately formed This is
essentially a problem in the regulation of gene
activity since we know that each cell division
produces daughter cells which are genetically
identical It seems likely therefore that instruct
ions are carried on the chromosomes to cope with
all requirements of the organism, but that in
specialised cells only a small fraction of this full
potential is realised For a long tune embryolo
gists have known that egg cytoplasm shows
regional differences which make identical nuclei
behave differently and it is thought that regional
cytoplasm can in some way control gene activity
Techniaues for the transplantation of nuclei in
developing frog embryos have been perfected and
it has been possible to put a nucleus from an intest
mal cell of a tadpole into an enucleate egg The
egg will go on to develop normally even thoughits
nucleus came from a fully specialised cell derived
from endoderm The embryo will form blood
and muscle from the mesodermal layer and all the
other components of an organism under the in.
fluence of a nucleus which normally would have
produced none of these things One can conclude
that all the genes are present even in the nuclei
of specialised cells but that they have to be
placed in a suitable cytoplasmic environment in
order to be activated. Similar nuclear trans
plantation experiments indicate that genes can
be turned off as well as turned on by an
appropriate cytoplasmic environment even
though the nuclei come from cells which are so
specialised as to stop dividing The components
of cytoplasm which control gene activity are still
quite -unknown.
A study of cell differentiation and the develop
ment of multicellular organisation leads us to the
view that important though the nucleus and its
genes are rn controlling cell activity an integrated
organism is the result of complex interactions
between Its constituent cells and between the
cytoplasm of those cells and their nuclei.
 Systematics as the study of species and of
higher groups cf cl issification is called acquired
a new significance after Darwin and the Theory of
Evolution Prom the biological point of view the
most satisfactory classification became one which
reflected the evolution of the organisms classified
Such a system based on the phytogeny or evo
lutionary history of a group is called a natural
classification It is not always easy to produce
because ancestral types tend to become extinct
and the problem then becomes one ol recon
s'ructing a whole branching system when only
the ends of the branches aie known A great
deal of the work on systematics has of necessity
to be done on museum specimens which may be
fossils or material preserved m some way by the
collectors The biological criterion of repro
duetive isolation cannot be used to define a
species when the only available representatives
are m a preserved state In this case the scientist
must resort to an assessment of structmal dif
lerences in an attempt to decide whether two
organisms are of different or the same species
It has often been said unfairly that such species
are subjective concepts which exist only m the
mind of the systematist In recent years com
puter techniques have been used to compare large
numbers of structural differences between groups
of ft-njina.iH or plants Physiological and bio
chemical characteristics are also becoming part
of the armoury of the 20th cent systematist All
these techniques have led to the realisation that
even the speciea cannot be regarded as a static
point in an evolutionary pattern Some species
die out and others arise as conditions in the
environment slowly change This essentially
dynamic view of a continually shifting equih
bnum between animals plants and then- environ
ment has given rise to what Huxley has aptly
called The New Systematics m his book of
that title
When the systematist shifts his attention to
the higher levels of classification the problems are
just as great as at the species level Different
species having features in common can be grouped
together into genera genera into families families
into orders orders into classes and classes into
phyla The dividing lines between different
groups at all levels is always difficult and in the
final analysis somewhat arbitrary since at these
levels we do not have any biological criterion such
as exists for the species The evolutionary status
of the larger groups is also poorly defined Many
are now recognised to be polyphyletic which is to
say that there are several main evolutionary hues
running right through the group
THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.
The animal kingdom is divided into about 24
large groups or phyla though the number varies
between different classifications Ten of the more
important phyla are listed below
1 Protozoa.—Microscopic unicellular forms of
great variety Some may have more than one
nucleus and others form colonies Many are able
to swim by waving hair like fiagella or cilia

